Abstract -This paper presepis an implementation of a postjitering algorithm for the reduction of video coding artifacts in highly compressed video based on a fizzy firtering approach. The implementation considers two fast methods for obtaining the filter weights, which are incorporated into a practical scheme for calculating the jilter output.
INTRODUCTION
High compression video coding is employed today id many consumer electronics devices, such as HDDlDVD recorders and digital camera, to provide efficient memory utilization. At high compression ratios, blocking and ringing artifacts become prominent and should be reduced during playback.
Many algorithms €or artifact reduction have been proposed, e.g., [ 11-13]. However, most methods either introduce undesirable blurring to the images or cannot remove all types of artifacts successfully. To address the problem, an edge map guided fuzzy filtering algorithm [4] has been developed by the authors. In contrast to some existing schemes such'as [2], our dgorithm doesn't rely on any coding information and achieves superior performance. In this algorithm, edge blocks are first identified and a fuzzy filter is applied to the edge blocks for de-ringing. The output of this filter is defined as:
where N is the window size, x j are the inputs, and wj are the filter weights, x, E { X , , X~, ... x N } is the center pixel in the window, 4 is referred to as the spread parameter. Direct implementation of the filter according to (1) requires evaluating exponential functions, floating-point arithmetic and division operations. Such computation is undesirable for a hardware implementation. Therefore, we propose a scheme to reduce the computational complexity of this approach by avoiding the online evaluation of the exponential function to obtain the filter weights, and ultimately use division-free and fixed-point operations to compute the filter output.
PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed scheme is composed of three main steps as shown in Figure 1 . The input is the set of pixel values in the filtering window centered at the pixel x,. We assume that each pixel value is represented by an M-bit integer. The scheme computes the fuzzy filter output, yc, by performing only integer summation, multiplication and bit shift operations, such that: Figure   2@ ), where ea).' = 0.6065,2 -eo" = 0. The sum of the fuzzy filter weights is mapped to a normalization factor by using a lookup table, LUTa . Since the size of LUT" is restrained to favor hardware implementation, the sum may need to be rescaled to fit the range of LUT" . The diagram is shown in Figure 3 . Here, (ET=, wj j is the rescaled sum of the filter weights, whose range is [24,24-N], note that q l p . The ith lookup table entry is given by ...,2q(N-l) , U = lcg2 N + q + r is chosen so that a has precision 1 / 2r.
Step 3: Filter Output Calculation Based on the integer weights and the normalization factor determined in the previous steps, an integer-weighted sum is calculated and scaled which is then right-shifted by U=u+p-q 
CONCLUSION
This paper presented a feasible solution for the implementation of a fizzy-filter based post-filtering algorithm for artifact reduction. Two methods are presented to obtain integer-valued fitter weights, which are integrated into an overall division-free and fixed-point implementation. The simulation results show that both methods provide significant reduction in complexity and make the algorithm suitable for hardware implementation without any loss of quality. Further information on parameter settings and actual impact on hardware design will be reported in the full-length version of the paper.
